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**Abstract**

Client data is key to provide personalized services and products. Therefore, banks go through great efforts to profile their clients during financial advisory service encounters. Since traditional pen-and-paper profiling does not satisfy the banks’ needs, they strive to digitalize this activity. This paper offers joint profiling as a solution: The advisor and the client jointly create a client’s profile using a shared display. However, test clients provided a mixed response to a first joint profiling prototype. They wondered, why the bank needs all this information. In a second iteration, joint profiling was augmented by task awareness, i.e., linking all profiled information to the client’s goal. This task aware joint profiling was far better accepted by the clients. This paper offers research insights on the role of profiling in face-to-face advisory service encounters, on its acceptance by the clients, and on design principles for digital profiling in financial service encounters.

1. Introduction

"Data is the oil of the 21st century" [45]. Banks have traditionally relied on collecting essential client data by profiling them during advisory sessions. As traditional means like unstructured note-taking leads to a low information quality, banks are looking for new means for collecting data during advisory sessions. Using IT in advisory sessions offers new opportunities for improving financial advice giving [35], but it remains unclear, how best to apply it for profiling during a face-to-face service encounter. Thus this paper offers an answer to the following research question: "How can IT support client profiling in financial service encounters in a way that is acceptable to the client?" We do so by providing an IT artifact that allows advisor and client to jointly engage in profiling activities. In the spirit of Design Science Research [26], this paper offers an abstract problem description (best stated in the words of a test client: "Why do you ask all those questions?") and two generic design principles ("joint profiling" and "task awareness") as an abstract solution to researchers and practitioners.

Banks need client data for several purposes: Most obviously, an advisor needs to understand the client's needs and situation to offer a suitable solution [12], e.g. for investing her’ money. Furthermore, banks need client data to calculate their own risks; this is primarily important in the credit and mortgage business, but banks also face regulatory and reputation risks in investment decisions [50]. Last but not least, banks need client data for their internal marketing purposes, e.g. to calculate the client value, for cross-selling, or for binding the client to the bank [2, 30]. In the future, banks may follow the path of other industries (e.g. airline industry [27]): They may not only offer personalized services and products, but yield management may lead to personalized prizing based on a deep understanding of the clients’ situation and prize sensitivity.

Consequently, clients have all reasons to be reluctant in releasing personal data to a bank, even if personal data is exchanged for a personalized product or solution [49]. Designing for information and process transparency has been proposed as a general solution approach for financial service encounters by Nussbaumer et al. [34], but their concerns were primarily around the later phase of the advisory session; they addressed profiling only in a superficial manner.

The research question describes an important class of problems and calls for principles for creating an artifact. It thus falls in the realm of Design Science Research [37]. Therefore, we engaged in collaboration with a large Swiss banking group to explore and test opportunities for an improved client profiling. The structure of this paper follows the proposal of Peffers et al. [37] for reporting Design Science Research. Thus, this paper generally follows a structure typical for DSR-re-
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1 For the sake of clarity, we keep referring to the client as female and to the advisor as male throughout the article.
lated publications [37] and describes all of the six typical DSR activities: (1) problem identification, (2) objectives of a solution, (3) design and development, (4) demonstration, (5) evaluation, and (6) communication. The next section introduces related work on the problem and the solution. The subsequent two sections report on two design iterations. The first iteration is based on the concept of "joint profiling" and is evaluated to be a partial failure. On the basis of an analysis of the test client feedback, the second iteration proposes "task aware joint profiling". This approach was preferred by the clients to the traditional profiling. The last section then discusses the results in the light of the literature and the limitations.

2. Related Work

2.1 Client profiling and its acceptance in advice giving

A typical financial advisory session consists of three types of activities: (1) information collection, (2) information provision, and (3) recommendation [36]. Banks typically call the information collection phase "client profiling". Here the advisor gathers information about the client necessary for an elaboration of a custom-tailored solution. During the information provision, he provides all relevant information to the client, while taking client's knowledge and experience into consideration — he uses sketches and brochures to make the information more comprehensible. Recommendation means that the advisor evaluates the facts discussed earlier and provides an offer that is aligned to the client's needs and situation — he conducts personalized calculations and explains possible solutions.

The phase model suggests that all later phases rely on a successful profiling phase. For investment advice, regulation (e.g. [50]) forces banks to collect data on the client's identity and on her risk preferences and capabilities. Banks frequently collect additional information e.g. on the client's employment situation, on the clients other assets and liabilities, on her budget and on her financial goals [13]. Additional profiling information includes, among others financial literacy, channel and advisory process preferences and even relational preferences, behavior, personality and life style information [13]. The latter information serves to assign clients to a client type in their client typology [4]. Banks use this information to personalize their service offerings [13], calculate the customer value [30] and optimize their own earning [13].

Sutanto et al. [47] show that some clients are willing to provide personal information for personalized offerings while others not. The clients express privacy-related concerns regarding lost control over the provided information and they even consider their privacy invaded when receiving personalized offerings without explicit request [cf. 25]. Overall, privacy concerns may negatively affect attitudes towards personalization and diminish the perceived benefits [cf. 25]. This is known in literature as personalization privacy paradox [3, 47]. In the specific context of online financial information, it has been shown that "the benefits of price discounts and personalized service were found to be non-effective means of gaining consumers' personal information" [49]. In other words, in online services the value of personalization seems to be lower than the value of privacy and information transparency. It is unclear, whether personalization privacy paradox can also be observed in co-located financial service encounters and if so, how it manifests itself.

In summary, based on the literature [3, 25, 47] we identify a series of factor that we expect to influence the willingness to contribute information to the profiling process during an advisory session. In this model the factors are grouped by three dimensions: trust, awareness, and motivation. In terms of trust the factors are (1) business confidence towards the institution and (2) personal trust to the advisor. In terms of awareness they are (3) awareness of what data gets collected and (4) awareness of what happens with the data after the advisory session. In terms of motivation they are (5) monetary benefits, (6) personalization benefits, and (7) regulatory reasons (if the desired service must not be conducted without particular information).

Thus banks face two inter-related problems: First, banks need reliable profiling information to fulfill their obligation to provide solid product recommendations. Clients need to be convinced to provide this information. Secondly, banks would like to collect additional client information for their own marketing purposes without raising client suspicions. The banks problems are exacerbated by a principal-agency between the bank and their advisor: Advisors regard client knowledge as their own asset and do not want to share it with the bank [43]. Banks therefore turn to digital profiling, i.e., profiling with use of IT, in order to assure that they get the high quality client information advisors deprive them of.

2.2 Supporting Profiling in Advice giving

Research on supporting profiling in advice giving can benefit from two different research streams: (1) other research on supporting advice giving and (2) prior research on online client profiling.

In recent years, financial service providers have started to use notebooks, tablets and tabletop-computers in co-located advisory services. If such IT is designed
appropriately, it has been shown to enhance transparency [34], customer satisfaction [34, 35], stimulation of the client [32] and knowledge transfer [20]. If designed inappropriately, IT can decrease the quality of interaction [24], impair the client-advisor relationship [19] and lead to cognitive overload for clients and advisors [24].

The dominant research approach proposes to see advice giving as a special case of joint problem solving (starting with [46]). Thus it relies on shared workspaces [34, 42] for the client’s problem (i.e. in investment advice: her life situation, her preferences, her risk capabilities…) and the proposed solutions (i.e. in investment advice: the investment strategy and the selected products). Researchers propose that those aspects have to be presented in a transparent manner, if the client is to really understand the ultimate (investment) decision. Transparency can be easily implemented on large screens: Each aspect is represented by a ‘widget’ (a kind of Window) and all widgets are simultaneously displayed, so that the relationship between all aspects can be understood (e.g. "how does the recommended investment strategy react, if I change my risk preferences?") [35]. In those settings the computer can play its strengths: the externalization of information and shared viewing affords shared understanding [42], reduces information asymmetries and thus decreases the principal agent conflict between advisor and client [31]. And simulations enhance the understanding of the financial models underlying a decision. In the case of risk models, Bradbury et al. [5] can even show that a more appropriate dynamic visualization of risk enhances risk and loss acceptance.

However, client profiling has not been in the focus of all this research. If profiling was covered at all, the researchers primed the test clients with simple profiles and only the most basic profiling data was captured [e.g. 35]. More realistic profiling has been studied in the context of online marketing and online financial services. Here, profiling is typically implemented by online questionnaires [49]. As elaborated before, user acceptance is low here, but one reason may be poor design. Automated web-based “robo-advisors” [1, 6] such as Wealthon are known for its extensive questionnaires. We can only speculate that the accompanying simple simulations lead to client acceptance. However, even those robo-advisors shy away from a comprehensive client profiling compared to traditional advisory services.

Thus, despite some indications of promises and challenges as well as design ideas from neighboring research areas, it remains on open issue, how to best support client profiling in face-to-face advisory service encounters. Before we move on to a proposed solution we briefly turn to the applied methodology.

3. Methodology

This study follows a two-iteration approach aligned to the idea of design as a search process [37]. This offers the opportunity for deductive and inductive design knowledge inquiry [9]. Based on the literature review and in-depth study (interviews, workshops, contextual inquiries) in a large Swiss banking group, we propose a joint profiling solution instantiated in CoProfiler 1.0 (= name of the developed prototype). We run a within-subject design experiment [28] that compares a pen-and-paper advisory session with a joint profiling session. Based on the mixed results of this experiment, we then propose a task aware joint profiling solution along with CoProfiler 2.0. Task aware joint profiling is again evaluated in a design experiment. Both steps can be seen as “design-implement-analyze” iterations in the spirit of Design Science Research (DSR).

We develop the prototypes in collaboration with the banking group. We followed a user-centered design process using methods like interviews, workshops, focus groups, and formative evaluations. The experiments use a nearly realistic setting: real advisors from the bank act as advisors, and test persons acquired through convenience sampling act as clients while following a given scenario. Both experiments were conducted in German. Each client took part in one conventional and one IT-supported advisory session in alternated order to counterbalance the order effects and retain the within-subject design. After passing through both conditions, the clients completed a questionnaire and took part in semi-structured interviews. We assessed client acceptance using three instruments: 1. Which treatment do the clients prefer? 2. What is their overall satisfaction for each treatment? and 3. How do clients perceive the overall customer orientation of each treatment?

The client preference was measured using a five-step Likert preference scale. To assess the overall satisfaction with the service, we employed the Yield Shift Theory of Satisfaction [7]. We employed the five-item five-point Likert scale SOCO-SHORT [48] to measure perceived customer orientation. This is a well-established and acknowledged short form of the original SOCO scale [41]. The information regarding the participants as well as results of each study are presented in the description of the studies further below.

4. First Iteration

4.1 Instance Problem

The instance problem was explored in a series of interviews and workshops with advisors and managers from
the banking group as well as their clients. Bank managers complained that most information on the clients is hidden in the advisors’ paper notebooks and conventional file folders. Neither they nor other advisors had access to this information. Advisors complained that transferring their paper-based information into the CRM system after the advisory session was too time-consuming. They also resisted translating the unstructured information from their notes to the structured CRM format. During translation some contextual information got lost and it was embarrassing for the advisor if he had forgotten to collect some information. Overall, the information in the CRM system was regarded as unreliable. First efforts to improve the information quality had failed: The bank provided the advisors with a paper-based form for profiling, ‘finance house’, to enable more complete information collection. Most advisors did not use this instrument in their daily practice. Thus the bank managers favored the idea of digital profiling to integrate profiling activities in the investment advice giving.

4.2. Instance Solution: Joint Profiling

The instance solution is based on the design principle discussed in the literature review on supporting profiling: Client and advisor share a workspace containing all the profiling data. Together they develop a model of the client situation. A typical client profiling starts with the advisor asking a question regarding some area of interest (e.g. the clients budget). The client then answers this question and the advisor makes a note on the shared workspace. The workspace also contains a selection of icons representing important issues. They shall stimulate the client and the advisor. The externalized representation of the client’s situation assures shared understanding and reduces information asymmetries [14]. On the fly, clients and advisors collect the information the bank needs for marketing purposes. We call this approach “joint profiling”.

Joint profiling is supported by the CoProfiler 1.0. It offers two screens: The profiling screen is used for establishing shared understanding about the client's needs and goals. The solution screen presents products addressing the client's needs and goals and projects the products' impact on the client's wealth. The profiling screen, implements the concept of information resources as “note cards” that are attached to a mind map representing the situation and needs of the client. The information from the “note cards” is automatically transferred to the solution screen, which shows calculations and visualizations of solution alternatives. The solution screen is a minimal implementation of all activities that come after profiling. The screen design implements the principle what you discuss is what you see for profiling and the solution finding: when the discussion focuses on the client’s needs, the profiling screen is used; when it turns to searching and evaluating a proper solution, the solution screen is used.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the screens look as follows: The center of the profiling screen contains a mind map with six default branches. Each branch represents a category of profiling typically used by our partner bank (e.g. Family, work, finance...). An ontology of information resources (note cards) relevant to the topics is shown on the right side (B). They can be drag-and-dropped anywhere on the mind map. Further financial information (C) can be attached to each information item independently. The financial effect of the collected information is summarized in the wealth and monthly savings information box (D). The goals of the client are specifically marked as arrows. During the information collection the map is used to structure, summarize, control, and extend the collected information. Subsequently, the advisor and the client switch over to the solution screen (cf. Figure 1 - bottom). On this screen the goals of the client, which were identified during the needs elicitation, are prominently shown as blue note cards. The graph, which represents wealth projection, i.e., the financial future of the client if she implements the investment advice, uses the input from the first screen as starting data.

Figure 1. Profiling screen (top) and solution screen (bottom)
4.3. Evaluation

To analyze the IT-artifact we ran a two-condition within-subject design experiment as described in the methodology section. In this particular study, the prototype was evaluated with 36 potential clients and 12 experienced financial advisors from the partner banking group in a realistic setting. To assure the privacy of the test participants, as well as to control the experiment, they were told to follow a scenario in which they receive a heritage of 60,000 CHF and want to invest the money. The evaluation took place during six days, with two advisors and six clients each day.

In the following, the results collected during the evaluation of the joint profiling prototype are presented. The supported and conventional treatments show no significant difference regarding the customer orientation. Using the SOCO-SHORT scale, the clients rated the customer orientation in the pen-and-paper treatment on average 4.12 (SD=0.71) and 4.05 (SD=0.64) in the IT treatment (t(35)=0.53, p=0.60 in a two-sided t-test). The overall satisfaction with the service does not exhibit any significant difference between the IT-supported (M=3.68, SD=0.73) and conventional (M=3.76, SD=0.80) condition. We also asked the clients to assess their satisfaction with the screens of the IT system. The satisfaction with the solution screen was significantly higher (M=3.69, SD=0.76) than with the profiling screen (M=3.28, SD=1.03) (t(35)=2.13, p=0.040 in a two-sided t-test). Overall, 15 of the 36 test participants preferred the pen-and-paper (conventional) setting, 13 preferred the IT-supported one, and 8 were indifferent.

In the interviews the clients questioned the necessity of collecting all this information: “Of some of the information collected during the IT condition, you keep thinking: ‘Is this really necessary now?’” They described the profiling activities as overdone and excessive: “I felt that the mind map was not only the least useful feature, but also an exaggeration. There were too many questions about me, which I did not find very relevant.” Some of the test participants even wanted to break off the needs elicitation and switch to the solution-related activities: “I did not really see a point in sharing all this information. (...) I would have avoided this and switched to the actual core of the conversation.” Some of the respondents further explained their negative attitude during the needs elicitation. They perceived the activities in the early phase as a duty of the advisor and did not see the connection to the goal: “In the IT-supported [session] I had more the feeling that the questions address things that need to be entered [in the tool] and nothing else. Clients kept wondering why the advisor asked so many questions they did not perceive as relevant for the advisory service.

4.4. Lessons learnt

Our first trial shows that customer-oriented profiling style cannot be directly transferred from the conventional setting to the IT-supported setting. While the boundaries between small talk and serious profiling are blurred in the conventional setting, sharing a representation of the clients profile in the IT setting makes explicit what information is really collected. And this information is not only collected by the human advisor but also by “the bank” instantiated in the IT-system. The clients view this “third actor” with more suspicion than the human advisor (equipped with paper and pencil). They want to understand, why the advisor and the system asks all those questions: For building a relationship? For future marketing? Or as a basis for a product recommendation? The solution screen actually justifies all product related question but this explanation comes too late and is nontransparent enough.

We conclude: During the information collection with the IT-artifact, the clients expected and missed the connection to the overall purpose of the encounter – receiving advice on financial issues. This occurred even though the advisor explained her particular activities, i.e., the questions she asks and why. The satisfaction level with the first and the second screen are in line with the statements made in the interviews. The clients were significantly more satisfied with the goal-oriented second screen than with the first one: it makes the mapping between the client’s needs and proposed solutions more explicit. This is in line with more general studies that present relatedness to the overall goal as a supporting factor for client and employee satisfaction [23] and suggest that it should be clear [3]. Thus, we uncovered two additional antecedents for the willingness to contribute information during profiling: 1. the perceived persistence of the data and, 2. awareness of why the information is needed.

5. Second Iteration

5.1. Solution: Task aware joint profiling

As shown above it is vital for the IT-supported customer-oriented service encounters to relate activities to the overall goal and make this relation clear to the client. In IS literature, this is known as task awareness. Promoting task awareness means to provide participants with an understanding of how their task will be completed and how current actions are linked to the overall goal [15, 16, 18]. Our second 'abstract solution' (in the sense of [26]) includes the concept of task awareness in joint profiling. Thus, we define task aware joint profiling as a joint activity, where both client and advisor know at
any moment how a single profiling activity relates to the overall task of the advisory service encounter.

Generally, awareness refers to the understanding of activities that happen in a collaborative setting that give the context to own activities [10, 11]. Task awareness goes a step further and means: "why these activities are done" [15, 17]. In the traditional service encounters, the advisor establishes task awareness through multiple verbal activities: he explains the advisory process and motivates his actions. For instance, when asking for family planning issues he links it with potential risks and future financial plans. Those activities seem to be very natural but form a crucial element of service encounters. The advisors failed to achieve this task awareness in the IT-supported setting applying the same techniques.

Prior research has regarded it as common sense, that in co-located, face-to-face situations information about context, activities, or emotions of others is inherently available and taken for granted [15, 18]. Therefore, it presents the concept of awareness and, specifically, task awareness as related to distributed computer-mediated collaboration, where awareness information is not per se available. The explicit support of task awareness by means of IT in co-located settings has not caught much attention yet and has been considered primarily in technical discussions on visibility in large-size tabletop systems [38, 39] or shared access to input devices [22]. Accordingly, in the literature on tabletop systems and single display groupware, task awareness did not find its way into catalogues of design guidance [44] and was not proposed as a specific design objective [15, 16, 18].

In distributed collaboration task awareness is primarily achieved through specific indicators permanently showing the status of a common task, the ongoing actions, actions awaiting attendance or completion, etc. [40]. However, such an explicit guidance of what needs to be done is not appropriate for advisory service encounters [34]. Clients rather require knowing, why an activity is performed. We therefore adapted Nussbaumer’s [34] concept of information transparency to our purposes and linked each profiling activity to the overall purpose of the advisory service encounter. In investment advice, the overall client goal is an optimal financial future. This is typically depicted by a timeline containing the client’s goals and the projected development of their wealth, i.e. wealth projection. The upper part of Figure 2 depicts an example of wealth projection. CoProfiler 2.0 implements the following design principle: Wherever possible, the client must be immediately made aware what profiling activities mean for her financial future. The visualization of wealth projection occurs on the same screen as the profiling activities (see Figure 2). Thus the effect of profiling activities is immediately reflected on the timeline. As the mind map in CoProfiler 1.0 had detrimental effects, we replaced it by unconnected note cards. Also, in order to gain screen space, we simplified the design of the profiling screen.

Thus, the CoProfiler 2.0 is implemented in just one screen, divided into three parts. The top part includes visualizations of the entire solution-relevant information. Here, the advisor explains the proposed solution and the projected wealth development. The bottom and right parts serve to collect the profiling information. Note cards in the form of images on the right side represent potential information on the client’s needs and situation. These information resources can be dragged and dropped in the lower part of the screen (joint profiling area). The joint profiling area represents the current client’s situation and needs: each note card receives additional description and expenses/income data. Every change in this area is immediately visualized in the solution area. For instance, when the advisor adds a particular goal in the situation area, e.g., an intention to buy a car, an adequate visualization immediately shows up in the solution area. If a value is added to a note card, e.g., the price of the car, the wealth projection is updated and reflects the impact of this expense on the financial future. If the advisor wants to focus on one of the two areas he can move the slider in the middle up or down to enlarge one area and draw the client’s attention to it.

5.2. Evaluation

The experimental design of the second study reflects the one applied in the first study, but with a slightly different character. The first study can be considered as proof-of-value [33], i.e., one that addresses which specific value a new solution provides. The second study should be considered as proof-of-concept [33], i.e., to our best knowledge, it is the first study that introduces the notion of task awareness into face-to-face joint profiling. We aim to demonstrate the feasibility of the idea, i.e. how it can be done and with what effect. Consequently, we used a smaller sample size and rather strove for deep insights. Task aware joint profiling was evaluated with eight clients and two experienced advisors.
from the same major Swiss retail bank as before, in a realistic setting. The small number of participants only allows the observation of strong effects - as intended to demonstrate for a new concept [8]. As in the first design experiment [29], the evaluation was within-subject: every client took part in one pen-and-paper and one IT-supported advisory session. After the two advisory sessions, the clients completed a questionnaire and took part in semi-structured interviews. Furthermore, all sessions were filmed. The setting (location, tasks etc.) between both evaluations was very similar. As expected in similar setting, there was only an insignificant difference in the evaluation of the conventional treatment. Overall, five of eight test clients preferred the IT setting, one preferred the conventional one, and two were indifferent. The client satisfaction with the whole service was significantly higher in the IT than in the pen-and-paper setting (t(7)=2.89; p=0.03 in a two-sided t-test; pen-and-paper: M=4.08, SD=0.48; IT: M=4.49, SD=0.38). The customer orientation in the IT setting (M=4.53, SD=0.51) was evaluated significantly higher than in the conventional one (M=4.18, SD=0.53; t(7)=2.82, p=0.026 in a two-sided t-test; Z=2.03, p=0.042 in a Wilcoxon signed rank test).

In the interviews following the experiment, customers stated why they prefer the IT-supported condition: The comments indicate that the goal-orientation of the IT-supported encounter was clearly visible but not so in the conventional one. We got several clues that the clients noticed (and liked) the link between the information collection activities and the proposed solution. Some comments are explicit on the goal orientation of the IT-supported advisory encounter: “With IT there was more information and it was more goal-oriented.” Some participants pointed out that the link between the entered information and the visualization in the solution space was constantly updated: “The visualization with IT is better, because everything is visible at a glance. It is impressive to see the effects so fast.” They could see the reason why the information is collected: “In the IT setting there were immediate updates of the graphics. Therefore, I know for what the information was necessary and it was used for the calculations.” They also experienced it as more transparent: “The advisor always explained for what my information was needed. With IT the usage it was more obvious.” By visualizing the effects of the collected information on the solution, the participants did understand better the purpose of the information collection. Therefore, they better understood the actions of the advisor compared to the traditional setting: “In the traditional setting I had the perception that the advisor notes something and I do not know what she is doing with all this information.” Some clients attribute this explicitly to the constantly updated visualization: “With IT you have everything in front of you and can anticipate the next step. In the traditional setting the advisor has everything in his mind and I cannot see it. On the screen I could better see my financial situation. You can see it directly.” Another comment: “In the IT setting the solution was built stepwise. You started and recurrently watched it develop.” Furthermore, test participants liked the instant and fast changes in the visualizations, which give them a more dynamic feeling: “I liked the numbers being used for the calculations so fast.” One participant preferred the pen and paper setting, because she could follow the profiling process “step-by-step”.

6. Discussion and conclusion

A complete user profile is foundation on which subsequent advice giving builds upon. Without an adequate user profile, it is impossible to create an appropriate investment strategy and to select suitable products. Thus profiling should better be done well, particularly, since it is one of the key areas in advisory encounters, where human can still create and contribute essential value (IT systems are still bad at uncovering hidden needs [42]). In a traditional pen-and-paper setting, advisors successfully gather the profile data they personally deem necessary. However, this approach is not acceptable to banks and regulators anymore; they push for digital profiling. This is a challenge, because in contrast to other activities (that can, for instance, display interesting simulations), the immediate benefit of computer involvement in profiling is not obvious.

Based on prior research in IT-supported advice giving and collaborative technologies, we propose joint profiling as an approach to integrate digital profiling into the advisory service encounter. Joint profiling works if designed appropriately. However, its design is tricky. Profiling should be a bilateral give-and-take of information and not single-sided information acquisition by the advisor. The client offers her personal information in exchange for solution information. By observing the impact of her profiling information on her financial future, she gains a deeper understanding and is subsequently a more equal partner.

Joint profiling exacerbates information imbalances by making them visible: it creates a shared understanding not only of the client information, but also of the information imbalance. In the conventional set-up of personal note taking, the advisor can better hide profiling activities and the inherent information imbalances, e.g., behind the illusion of small talk and rapport building. Clients become more aware of what data gets collected and they see that this data gets persistent. Table 1 lists the factors we identify as influencing willingness to contribute the data during profiling in advisory services and shows that joint profiling leads to better awareness of
what data gets collected and makes it clearer that the data can be easily made persistent. It leaves the awareness of why data is needed untouched, thus leading to the discussed imbalance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors of willingness to contribute information during profiling in advisory service</th>
<th>Joint profiling</th>
<th>Task aware joint profiling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidence towards institution</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>➔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal trust towards advisor</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>➔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What data gets collected</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>➔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What happens with the data</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>➔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why data is needed *</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>➔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived data persistence *</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>➔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary benefits</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>➔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization benefits</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>➔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory reasons</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>➔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Changes induced by joint profiling and task aware joint profiling as compared to conventional situation with regard to factors influencing willingness to provide information during profiling in advisory services. “➔” means no change observed compared to the conventional situation, “★” means increase as compared to conventional situation. “*” denotes factors identified in the first iteration.

Task awareness affords keeping an appropriate information balance in the eyes of the clients. Subjectively, it does so by immediately making explicit why information is collected and what the client gets in return. Objectively, it does so by preventing banks to collect information not related to the goals of the service encounter - advisors would run into difficulties justifying it. For the bank, the value of joint profiling rather lies in the gathering of 'dual use' information, i.e. information that has both a value for the specific advisory service encounter and other marketing activities primarily in the interest of the bank (e.g. cross-selling, customer segmentation or yield management).

A give-and-take of information perspective on client profiling is in an interesting contrast to traditional waterfall models of consecutive advice giving phases (e.g. [36]). Task aware joint profiling is an ongoing activity throughout the whole advice giving process. Whereas most profiling activities may happen at the beginning, the client may - for instance - only lay open all of her assets and liabilities later in the discussion, when she understands their impact on the investment strategy. Thus, joint profiling does not merely introduce a shared artifact into an existing process, but it rather significantly changes the process itself.

These insights contribute to several research areas: First, for research on advisory processes (e.g. [36, 46]), we offer an alternative view on client profiling: Client profiling is an ongoing activity and not a separate phase. Consequently, profiling tools should not enforce “filling” them in a separate phase but rather should be accessible throughout the whole advisory service encounter. Second, for research on the acceptance of profiling we offer first insight on its application in advisory service encounters. Like in online financial profiling [47, 49], clients hesitate to provide personal information if they cannot relate it to the goal of the advisory service encounter. Interestingly, this appears to be only an issue in (computer-supported) joint profiling; the clients did not report privacy issues in the paper-and-pen setting, although similar information was collected. Finally, we contribute to ongoing research on IT-supported service encounters [14, 19, 42]. We instantiate established 'joint problem solving' design ideas [44, 46] in joint profiling, provide insights, why joint profiling alone is not sufficient, and then propose the new approach of task aware joint profiling. The evaluation data indicates that the additional task awareness was crucial for client acceptance.

This research also offers practical insights for banks: The research data indicates that it is indeed possible to collect client profile data directly in the service encounter in a way that is accepted by the clients. Thus advisors can be relieved of their task of encounter’s post-processing and documentation while the information quality can be raised. Consequently, the banks can better address their clients, fulfill regulatory requirements, and, at the same time, use this information for their own purposes. However, this new possibility has a price: each profiled information has to be justified and the need to justify limits the range of information profiled. But this may be good news – it may be a solid foundation for regaining client trust destroyed during the financial crisis.

7. Limitations and future work

Many limitations of the study result from the DSR approach chosen. We strove to create a comprehensive solution and not to study an isolated factor. Thus we cannot attribute the results to simple factors such as colors or pictures used in the prototypes. Moreover, we acquired the test participants – potential clients – through convenience sampling. The nearly realistic setting was chosen deliberately, but cannot be controlled as strongly as pure laboratory experiments. However, the external validity of the findings benefits from using real advisors who participated in the experiments and creating the prototypes in collaboration with external partners from the financial industry. Another limitation results from the sample sizes. The sample size for the first iteration is sufficient to uncover medium size effects and thus can be regarded as sufficient to uncover the fundamental design problem of insufficient task awareness. The sample size of the second trial only affords indications of strong effects. These strong effects were observed and thus the
insights of the second iterations further support the insights of the first iteration and the second iteration offers a first proof of concept [33] for a possible solution. Still, the factors influencing the willingness to contribute (table 1) need to be studied and evaluated in further detail. While we have sufficient empirical evidence to propose the two additional factors "perceived data persistence" and "Why data is needed", the stability of trust factors and the motivational factors is only based on a few observations. Further research should also study the relationship between the antecedents, e.g. does (task aware) joint profiling influence trust positively or negatively?

The insights gained in this research open the door for follow-up design research: Can joint profiling be more acceptable if it is moved to more natural devices, e.g. by blending natural paper with computer interfaces [51]? How can we address other factors by means of IT? Is it, for instance, possible to reduce the persistence awareness by introducing an additional private device for the advisor? Can we enhance the motivation of the client by addressing regulatory reasons or personalization benefits? Are there other acceptable ways of digital profiling than joint profiling? Are there other (hidden) ways of profiling data during service encounters: Research from online services indicates that cheating [21] can be detected observing mouse movements. Could we also detect risk preferences or even personality features if we convince the client to directly interact with the technology during the advisory session? The issue of advisor acceptance was beyond the scope of this paper. What do they gain and loose? Do they feel happy if not only the collected client profiles but also their own profiling behavior (or traits of their own personality - if mouse movements are tracked) becomes transparent to the bank? The discussion on designing for an appropriate balance between privacy and personalized services in advisory service encounters has only just started.
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